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Abstract: This paper will attempt to give a refreshing theoretical view
along with explanations of how and why ”The Virtual Holographic Matrix”
becomes an actual physical Matrix template. The Virtual Holographic Ma-
trix is and has also been known over the years by other names such as ”The
Aether”, sometimes spelled Ether but spelled Aether so as not to confuse the
word with the known gas called Ether, and ”The Continuum” or more explic-
itly known as just ”The Space/Time Continuum.” These past formulations
of concepts regarding this subject lack an in depth view in how to explain
and describe from a theoretical perspective regarding the subject material
that has been published in the past. Therefore, the author chooses to use
the word Matrix here in this paper. For it represents the main point of the
related subject material although presented and demonstrated in not only
explanation and description, but in multiple visual aid imaging alternatives
as well. Discussing and ending in final results of the basic virtual dynamic
”Fields” of energy and forces, which fill the Void that space and everything
else resides there in.
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1 18th Century Preliminary: Aether Scien-

tific Concepts and Developing Theories

More importantly the basic Virtual Holographic Matrix is the template
that matter forms out of. I will try to give you a theoretical view of how and
why this might take place. Sit back and open your mind to a unique view
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of how nature is at the most basic atomic, sub-atomic and quantum levels.
No known rules or laws will be broken during the process. Our basic tool
to kick off this process will be that of Ancient Mathematics to support our
conclusions. This will be a mind experiment into theoretical physics. The
author hopes to show how theoretical physics can be dynamic and productive
instead of just dry and void of color. An ancient math tool will be provided
to allow the reader to do his or her own exploring and become part of this
ever evolving process.

With the 18th century physics developments some physical models known
as Aether Theories were used in concept as an explanation and description
of electromagnetic or gravitational forces in scientific terminology as further
discussed in however the earliest application for what in the early stages of
theoretical Aether theory started sometime in the 1670s.

Figure 1: Portrait of Isaac Newton, at age 46. (Source: Godfrey Kneller,
1689)

However, further discuss [7] how at first Newton (Figure 1) used the idea
of aether to help match observations to strict mechanical rules of his physics.
However, the early modern aether had little in common with the aether of
classical elements from which the name was borrowed. These aether theories
are considered to be scientifically obsolete, as the development of special
relativity showed that Maxwell’s equations do not require the aether for the
transmission of these forces. However, Einstein himself noted that his own
model which replaced these theories could itself be thought of as an aether,
as it implied that the empty space between objects had its own physical
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properties. Whereas Rosenfield [8] and Newton [6] implies that Newton used
Aether theories to promote a further understanding of the law of physics
regarding and concerning the laws of gravitational forces instead.

Whereas Einstein [3] raises the questions and further discusses with what
Einstein wrote in his paper regarding the early modern aether models being
superseded by general relativity, occasionally some physicists have attempted
to reintroduce the concept of an aether in an attempt to address perceived
deficiencies in a current physical model as proposed by [3] one proposed
model of dark energy has been named quintessence.

However, Zlatev [9] improve upon the concept and theory of Aether Theo-
ries when this paper also introduces and proposes that Aether Theories were
also made up of because of the Cosmic Coincidence, and the Cosmological
Constant that affects the physical properties thereof.

2 Incorporating Past Aether Theories Into

A Proposed Theoretical Conceptual Holo-

graphic Matrix

Figure 2: Time frame window. (Source: Author)
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In Figure 2, our X and Z planes are our Space and Time planes. Our
Y planes is the Speed of Light (c). As our target (box) accelerates to the
speed of light in our X axis plane and the Z axis space/time dilation plane
will warp up into the direction of the Y plane, the speed of light results in
the elongation effect.

2.1 Back Engineering the Matrix

Persons such as Christiaan Huygens suggested that wave theory of light
traveled in the form of longitudinal waves via an elastic medium having zero
density [5], called Aether. However, later other scientists such as Maxwell,
Einstein and de Broglie, later, proved that the nature of light wave is trans-
verse instead of longitudinal.

However, when considering the back engineering as to what is explained
and described and seen in Figure 2 the above graphic, has an obtuse drawing
of a box set in Euclidean Geometry space. Consider this representation as a
box that could reside in our physical world.

The box is drawn on graph paper with X, Y and Z coordinates. The lines
on the graph paper represent our virtual Matrix for the box. The points of the
lines for the box have plotted coordinates in our Matrix that represent points
in Time and Space. This box represents the macro world in this drawing.
For the micro world however things are a little different. The micro world
plays with Time in an omnipresent state.

For the macro world our representations hold true to all the laws that
govern the macro level. For example below in Figure 3 is found the same box
drawn on the Matrix graph paper in the graphic on the next page.

If in theory acceleration was applied to the speed of light notice how the
box seems to elongate to our view to become just a line. The line now
giving the box the impression it has elongated. If we were in that same box,
however, you would not notice any change other than being in a moving time
frame. Notice also this acceleration is taking place along our X and not the
Z axis or the Y axis. This tells us we are also dealing with a polarization
reference in our macro view. This polarization is very important. Notice
how the Z axis bends up to align with the Y axis giving the impression to
the exterior viewing point of that moving time frame.
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Figure 3: Physical level for a moving time frame. (Source: Author)

The graphics in Figure 3 show why the results seen at the physical level
for a moving time frame. Most physics books only tell us this phenomenon
occur for our target, the box in our case, as elongation but not the why and
how as presented here. I must give credit, however, that math is provided
to explain this process in the text books. I feel a mind’s eye view will make
a better total view simplified for the common person. The equation for the
Time dilation observed by the static Time frame of the moving frame is:

∆ =
2L

c
(1)

From the frame of reference of a moving observer traveling at the speed
v relative to the rest frame of the clock, the light pulse traces out a longer,
angled path. The second postulate of special relativity states that the speed of
light is constant in all frames, which implies a lengthening of the period of
this clock from the moving observer’s perspective. That is to say, in a frame
moving relative to the clock, the clock appears to be running more slowly.

Straightforward application of the Pythagorean Theorem leads to the well-
known prediction of special relativity:

The total time for the light pulse to trace its path is given by:

∆t‘ =
2D

c
(2)
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The length of the half path can be calculated as a function of known quan-
tities as:

D =

√
(
1

2
v∆t′)2 + L2 (3)

Substituting D from this equation into the previous and solving for ∆t’
gives:

∆t′ =
2L
c√

1− v2

c2

(4)

and thus, with the definition of ∆t:

∆t′ =
∆t√
1− v2

c2

(5)

which expresses the fact that for the moving observer the period of the clock
is longer than in the frame of the clock itself.(Source: Public Domain)1

3 A Grid Makes Up A Matrix. What Is A

Grid?

A Virtual Matrix consists of multiple grid lines. When two or more grid
lines cross or intersect a point of holographic data is formed. With unlimited
grid points an infinite holographic lattice is formed. The difference between
data storage in a Matrix and that on a recording media such as CD’s or
DVD’s and even tape is that the data stored in the infinite lattice formed in
the Matrix by intersecting grid lines is holographic in nature, and the others
are not. That is the data shored is complete inside and throughout of the
target being stored. An optical hologram, however, is the exterior of the
target stored in 3D. Stereograms are 2D. However, one can make a moving
stereogram.

Above in Figure 3 is a graphic representing our graph paper lines as a
three-dimensional Matrix with intersecting grids. This grid consists of virtual
lines. These lines can consist of force fields such as magnetic lines of force

1This quote appears in many sites in the internet without a reference.
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are both physical and virtual at the same time. When grids intersect as
they do in our Matrix forming virtual cubes we have interference patterns at
the points of grid intersections. This in turn forms our Virtual holographic
Matrix. Now here comes the spooky part at the macro scale. Pictures this
Matrix grid in your mind’s eye as not just a three-dimensional Matrix grid
but a four-dimensional Matrix grid with the factor of Time added.

All we have done to transform our Matrix from X, Y and Z axis to the
fourth dimensional axis is we have added Time. We have done this by placing
a clock inside each box within the total Matrix grid.

This shows that the spookiness Einstein’s talks about doesn’t start at the
micro level but actually exist at our macro level in the physical world also.
Here is the kicker, however. If we set all our clocks to the same exact moment,
they will automatically start going out of synch and over a period of what
we call TIME will be in disagreement with each other. Also notice how
this disagreement in Time keeping looks just like what a holograph would
indicate.

Within each cube of Space/T ime however, no change in Time would be
noticed. It’s only when observing a different block of Space/T ime do we
notice a time difference. Time outside our Space/T ime block (square or
cube) has really changed. It’s only constant when viewed from inside our
own block.

This holds true for each and every block of Space/T ime. Time has really
changed for everybody but us and the same for each one of them. Yes very
spooky. Everything is relative from the point it is viewed from.

In a hologram, each block contains the exact same total image but at a
slightly different angle. In our physical level, however, the holographic data
displays itself as each clock running at a slightly different rate. This rate
depends on where the observation is taking place. This is fascinating. See
photo next page for our 4D Matrix consisting of clocks, Time as the 4th

dimension.
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4 A 4 Dimensional Space/T ime Matrix By Adding

Clocks For Every Point In Space

By adding clocks we now have our first generation Space/T ime physical
Hologram. The target and its Space/T ime hologram however is not the same
as in a laser hologram but does contain relative Space/T ime data within its
holography. To have a holographic Matrix one must have at least two grids
that intersect. That point of intersection is the interference between the
two grids and is holographic in nature. That means it has encrypted data
that if processed will yield total information stored within that holographic
intersection that is now becomes what we call a Matrix. If we have more than
two intersecting grids we now have infinite holographic intersection points.

Figure 4: Optical Illusions: Black Dots. (Source: The University of Sydney
Psychological Society)

InFigure 4, can you see the virtual dots stored in this grid demonstration?

5 Infinite Storage Capacity For Future De-

vices

The history of storage capabilities has gone from wire, old wire recorders
to tape recorders to digital and optical storage devices such as CD’s, DVD’s
for all information video, text, sound, and so forth. The next step in this
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evolution has now become what the Internet calls a Cloud. A cloud is sim-
ply a large storage device somewhere on the net that can be accessed from
anywhere within that net. You will now find clouds built into new programs,
photo and even cell phones.

To have a holographic device that is built into every device that has infinite
storage such as the Matrix cube will free up the Internet traffic there by
letting the Internet and Internet clouds be the source for updates to data
that is added or changed in the pool of already acquired data for man. It
will mean each cell phone, laptop or tablet can now have its own infinite
storage capacity there by allowing the owner to choose what specific data to
be stored and updated at will. In the medical field alone this will be priceless.
The only limiting factor is on what media this Matrix storage bank will be
stored.

6 Matrix Storage Media

There is a storage media that has been un-noticed by many up until the
release of this paper. This information comes from a non-classified project
I myself was once in on. For security reasons I will not go into the project
itself other than one of the spin offs from the project related to our new
storage media here. This new storage media is a crystal. Not a new age
crystal without a scientific foundation but a crystal with specific properties
that allow it to become a recording and playback media. I will not give
the name of the crystal used where this ability was first noticed for it does
not seem to have to be a specific type crystal but only crystal structure in
general. Example let’s take just one type crystal and that is a crystal that
is known as a salt crystal.

Without going into details, one researcher ran this salt experiment and
when, I will just stay focused on the subject at hand. That is the ability
of a crystal to hold and maintain holographic data until ready to turn that
holographic data back into some kind of physical information or object. What
we have next is a salt crystal as an example of just one form of data that
can be encrypted into a crystal by using that encrypted holographic data.
That data in this case is that of the full alphabet from A to Z. That data
was not only encrypted into the salt crystal but also processed to provide
the data encrypted within the holographic crystal as the alphabet A to Z
photographed (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Salt Crystal displaying its encrypted holographic data, The Alpha-
bet A to Z.

7 Ancient Chinese Holographic Line Math

Here is an example of the Matrix process consisting of a Holographic Vir-
tual Matrix of at least two intersecting grid lines. The intersection yields
data that is holographic in nature due to the interference pattern caused by
the two lines intersecting from their position in Time and Space. When the
lines intersect they cause an interference pattern in the Aether that holds
usable Holographic information (Data).

Here is an exercise you can do for yourself to help you get a grasp on
this concept. It is an Ancient Chinese form of multiplication math that has
been long forgotten in modern times. Way before the development of what
is now called the Abacus by the ancient Chinese as a calculator there was a
mathematical process used by the ancients for lack of proper words I’ll just
call Holographic Line Math.

A five year old can do this exercise and get correct results without having
to know any higher form of math including the basic multiplication process
we use today. This will work for any size number but we will deal only with
the simplest form here. That will be of 12x23 =?. If your battery runs out on
your calculator no worry for you will not need a battery. And if you do not
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know your multiplication tables? No problem! Just follow the steps listed
next. See how to produce a holographic Grid yielding correct calculated data
each and every time.

Like the later development of the Abacus they both were what we to-
day would call no batteries included calculators. They both could perform
complicated math calculations. The Holographic Line Math method however
gives us our first step to a Matrix as a set of grid lines that will develop into a
grid array eventually forming a Matrix with infinite intersecting Holographic
grids.

This ancient virtual multiplication method actually forms a virtual holo-
graphic grid array. Again the grid array being the first stage in the de-
velopment of a much more complicated virtual Matrix consisting of infinite
holographic Interference patterns.

Later a modification unrelated to the Chinese line math to do addition
was developed separately by the Ancients to keep track of stock and crops
by using up to four short lines in a row with the fifth line across the four
diagonally to give a total of five count. These were grouped in groups of five
to give a total count and so on. This then developed and eventually evolved
into what we now call Roman Numerals (I, II, III, IV, ...) and so on by the
Greeks.

Figure 6: Line Math for addition. (Source: Alberto Cairo, 2013)

When understanding multiplication only for our virtual Line Math has a
direct connection in the understanding of our Virtual Holographic Matrix
where the above addition is only a physical level method of keeping track of
groups of items in the physical level and is not holographic in nature. To use
our Ancient Holographic line math calculator follow the steps shown on the
next pages.
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Figure 7: Tally Marks. (Source: www.worksheetfun.com)

The numbers we want to multiply are simple and can be done in one’s
head but for demonstration reasons here we will take the process one step at
a time. You will need a sheet of paper and a writing pen or pencil.

The numbers we will be multiplying are 12x23. I will not supply the answer
up front but have you see it as it is acquired in the process. Now our first
number is the number 1 from the full number of 12. I have put an underline
under the 1. We will now be drawing our first numbers lines at a 45-degree
angle from top left of page to bottom right of the paper. See our line for
number 1 in Figure 8.

Figure 8: 12x23 =?, Step 1. (Source: Author)
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Now our second number in the full number of 12 is that of the number 2.
We will leave a space after drawing the first line for number 1 and then draw
two more lines together for the number 2 as shown below to complete our
full number of 12.

Figure 9: 12x23 =?, Step 2. (Source: Author)

Our number for multiplication once again is 12x23. For the second num-
ber, we will be creating a grid for in the full number 23 is that of 2. This
time we will be drawing our lines (Grids) from the bottom left at a 45 degree
angle up to the upper right of our paper as shown below. Since the number
is 2, we will draw 2 more grid lines together in a row as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: 12x23 =?, Step 3. (Source: Author)
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The second number in the full number of 23 is that of 3. Once again, we
leave a space after the first full number of 23 in our 2nd full number to be
multiplied. We now draw 3 more lines in a row as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: 12x23 =?, Step 4. (Source: Author)

Now we have completed our grid lines for the multiplication of 12x23.
We now must separate events to obtain our holographic points as such be-
low. The thick black vertical lines drawn below represent separation between
events (holographic points or grid line intersections).

Figure 12: 12x23 = ?, Step 5. (Source: Author)
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Now it’s time to process our holographic data back into usable information.
The holographic information in this case it the answer to the multiplication
of 12x23. To process the grid lines, we simply count all the intersecting
points to the left of our big black separation line. We find our grid intersects
the other grid lines twice noted by using 0. We write the first number in our
answer as shown below as the number 2. Two thick separating lines gives up
three areas of processing so at this point it tells up we will have a total of
three numbers for our final answer.

Figure 13: 12x23 = 2 ?, Step 6. (Source: Author)

The second area or zone for our processing is the center area between
the left thick black separating line and the one on the right. Once again, we
count the intersecting points of our grid, and we get the number 7.

Figure 14: 12x23 = 27 ?, Step 7. (Source: Author)
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Now for our final step in processing the holographic answer we do the same
for the area or zone on the far-right side of our paper. We count 6 intersecting
points. Therefore, our 3rd and final number in our answer is the number 6
giving us a total answer of 276. The key is to draw your grids at the proper
angle and always in the same sequence. Any size number will work, but as
you get larger numbers, there will carry points and more separation lines.
The process will work for any numbers you choose to multiply. Have fun and
play with the holographic line grid.

Figure 15: 12x23 = 276, Step 8. (Source: Author)

8 Why is The Virtual Matrix So Important?

The virtual Matrix is important because Nature already uses it. Below is
a lattice pattern for atoms. The dots represent grid lines when you connect
the dots. Depending on the spacing of our grid dots will dictate the shape
of the formation of the atom structure. Notice below a relaxed Space/T ime
lattice will give the shape of that of a square. When the spacing is altered
as in the next lattice, we will get a rectangle and so on and on.

Something to think about here is Nature alters this lattice in Space/T ime
all on its own forming different atom molecule formations and therefore,
different elements. GE way back in 1989 or before was playing with this
idea and had success. In the project, I told you about the same effect was
noticed. Some of the work of John Hutchison also can alter the Virtual
Matrix and its lattice to get items to form inside other items as he shows in
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his YouTube videos (see Suplemental Material). What Hutchison is doing
without knowing how to control the process is alter both Space and Time
of our Matrix. The applications of this are very far reaching but not within
the scope of this paper.

Figure 16: The five distinct kinds of Dirichlet domains for a two-dimensional
lattice. (Source: [2])

9 Future Research Will Lead To Many New

Applications

As hinted in this article there are several different methods for encoding
and decoding the Matrix grid. The method with the Salt Crystals and the
one I was allowed to be a part of opens up area’s man has not begun to
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even explore as of yet. The latter and better understood methods employ
photons and light (different frequencies) and are encrypted much like the
normal Holographic is today. There is a wall that slows down the ability to
encrypt infinite storage data. This hurtle can be resolved. However, with
another invention I have a working prototype for.

Most of my ideas are not just theoretical in nature. I always try to produce
a working prototype before I release any information to the public, In this
case here I saw one such process evolve. The prototype was not my own but
one that was used by others in the process of the research. This method is
repeatable. However, so the process is the actual prototype. This is a spin-off
from the Salt Crystal encryption method. Another invention or I should say
a discovery of my own having to do with interference pattern decryption
is that of a device I have not found an application for yet. I call it ”The
Mind Switch.” This is where a person can code a switch program digitally
to function by interference from thought only.

It works on the ability to program the switch with 1’s and 0’s. It is done
by controlling what is called an avalanche signal with just the mind. Most
avalanche signals once they go into saturation do not recover. I found a
method to recover the signal and there by convert the up or down or silent
levels into one’s and zero’s. In turn this can be programmed to turn on or off
a light as an example by just pure thought alone. This was a spin-off from
an old 1980 CIA request to develop a method to control an aircraft with
non-contact to the pilot.

They developed a contact and eye tracking method that is used today
in having the weapon’s point at whatever target the pilot is looking at. My
method does not follow the body movement or eye tracking, but uses thought
alone. Again, a working prototype exists. It was proven not to be just a
random mind process for I had dropped the electrical device, and it stopped
working. When I opened it up, I found a wire had come loose from its contact
point. I re-soldered the wire and the device started working once again. That
device is hanging on my computer room wall. I have included a photo below.

The following pages show a working prototype ”Mind Switch” development
of mine that uses interference patterns of both RF and acoustic waves.
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Figure 17: The Mind Switch - Diagram 1. (Source: Author)
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Figure 18: The Mind Switch - Diagram 2. (Source: Author)

Figure 19: The Mind Switch - Diagram 3. (Source: Author)
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10 Conclusion

The Matrix and Its Holographic Form has been discussed at length in this
paper from a theoretical, mathematical, and by illustrative renditions. The
author only includes this device in this paper because this is just one of the
many spin offs that can be developed from understanding the Matrix and
its properties. Remember an interference pattern be it optical, acoustical or
electromagnetic is holographic in nature.

The biggest hurtle as was discussed in this paper the author started to
cover on a few pages back, that if a storage capacity, if this matrix system
is applied past the theoretical basis and version of this paper, it is also a
distinct possibility that the same holographic matrix data could theoretically
be transferred to a crystal as well. Or even non holographic data as is done
now on a digital format.

As we already know recording data is still limited to the space on the
recording media. Unless it is a crystal that can accept holographic data we
must be able to pack as much data into that limited space we have to work
with. In future papers the author of this paper will go beyond the confines of
this paper. introducing methodologies using multiple frequencies at the same
time. This allows more tracks to be recorded in the same space and can be
selected as needed. The problem here, however, is this method even though
it expands our storage ability on a standard media disk it can be expanded
if an array of lens apertures on the micro scale could be developed.

Any Photonics’ magazine today, what is trying to be accomplished is what
has been outlined in this paper especially when it comes to a system of
possible infinite storage capacity. However, to be able to capture this into
a micro array is expensive and difficult to control. There may be a future
paper explaining this authors current and future research. That incorporates
a working prototype that can record multiple arrays of photonics data in a
very simple process, with a variable array of applicable lens apertures. They
are all on a sheet of film and can be selected one at a time or thousands in
the same instant. Some of which may also be expressed as also discussed
and explained in references [1] and [4] the relative velocity and gravitational
theories of time dilation in like manner.
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10.2 Supplemental Material

Moving Stereogram.
Available at: http://ppl.ug/v0gZmD3PDos/

Hutchison Effect.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeUgDJc6AWE

Plasma Matrix.
Available at: http://ppl.ug/YG2glcUgN7U/
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